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ABSTRACT
A two axis gimbal of I arc minute pointing and tracking accuracy was designed and
constructed to be integrated into the engineering model (EM) of the Middeck Active Control
Experiment (MACE). An A.B. Jones computational bearing analysis program and CAEDS
finite element analysis were used in the design of the gimbal structure in order to meet a
structural frequency bandwidth of 140 Hz. A tolerance study was performed on the design,
and geometric tolerancing was used to insure proper alignment and assembly. A test plan
was formulated to determine the performance of the completed gimbal, and a controls
simulation was initiated in order to validate proper operation of the gimbal and optimize its
performance by aiding in the design of a controller.
The MACE project is designed to study the behavior of structures that utilize active
control to modify their dynamics and whose structural characteristics change between the 1-
g and 0-g environments. MACE is a scaled down version of a large space structure,
consisting of passive and active structural elements, an inertial platform, and two rate
gyroscope payloads which are each manipulated using a two axis gimbal. The MACE EM
serves as a development model for the flight hardware as well as a ground unit for the
actual mission.
The performance requirements for the gimbals were scaled based on actual spacecraft,
such as the Earth Observing System (EOS), which have multiple pointing payloads on a
large structural bus. The gimbals will serve both as disturbance elements, exciting resonant
frequencies in the MACE bus allowing actual performance problems to be analyzed and
observed, and as measurements of the ability of active control to improve their
performance. The MACE project will yield valuable control structures interaction (CSI)
data which will be used in the design of future spacecraft which will require use of CSI
technology to meet their mission objectives.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Edward F. Crawley
Title: Professor of Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering
Dedicated to Ma and Pop.
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1.0 OVERVIEW
The Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE) is designed to study the behavior of
structures that utilize active control to modify their dynamics and whose structural
characteristics change between the 1-g and O-g environments. Active control involves
measuring the dynamics of a system during its operation, in this case the vibration of a
structure as its payload tracks to a position, and using that information to increase the
system performance. MACE consists of a scaled down version of a large space structure
such as the space station. Scaling the dynamics of a large space structure down to a article
approximately 1.5 m in length, allows the flight experiment to be stowed along with control
electronics in a shuttle middeck locker. This is very advantageous in terms of cost, design
time and complexity over larger full scale experiments that would be performed in the cargo
bay of the shuttle The MACE project will provide NASA with the capability and facility to
conduct closed-loop experiments on structures inside the space shuttle middeck. These
experiments will yield valuable scientific data which can be used by NASA in the design of
future spacecraft that will require the use of Controlled Structures Technology (CST) to
meet their mission objectives. The MACE Engineering Model (EM), which is presently
being constructed, will demonstrate the feasibility of the MACE project as well as
providing a ground unit for the actual shuttle launch. The MACE EM will also serve as a
CST testbed for future research in the Space Engineering Research Center (SERC) at MIT.
The MACE EM test platform will consist of passive and active structural elements, an
inertial platform, and two pointing and tracking payloads, see Figure 1-1. This modular
structure is joined together using multidirectional nodes which allow the structure to be be
configured in several orientations shown in figures 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4. This enables a
number of structural control cases to be examined.
Since the engineering model will be in l-g, suspension of the bus is required; this is
acheived with a zero-g suspension system from CSA Engineering Inc. The suspension
system consists of three pneumatic actuators, which support the weight of the test article
and electronic closed loop control, which provides a low frequency restoring force. This
frequency is low enough as to not interact with the resonant modes of the MACE bus.
1.5 m
Figure 1-1 MACE engineering model platform.
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Figure 1-2 Standard MACE configuration.
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Figure 1-4 MACE configuration with flexible appendages.
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2.0 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Attached on either end of the EM bus are the pointing and tracking payloads which are
manipulated by two dual axis gimbals. The gimbals interface to a strut connection node on
the MACE structural bus, and point a five pound payload comprised of dead weight and a
rate gyroscope package The gimbals serve both as disturbance sources, and as actuators for
the payloads. The desired physical and performance requirements for the gimbals are (per
axis):
Weight approx. 10 lbs
Slew Range: +/- 60"
Slew Speed: 50°/sec
Acceleration: 125"/sec/sec
Pointing Accuracy: 1 arcmin
Pointing Stability 30 arcsec
Max. allowable Jitter 15 arcsec
Tracking Accuracy: 1 arcmin
Pointing Bandwidth: 1-15 Hz
Structural Bandwidth: 140 Hz
These performance parameters were determined by a multiple scaling of actual
parameters of spacecraft which have multiple pointing and tracking payloads on a large
structural bus. The parameters were scaled such that mass was scaled by 1/1000, distances
scaled by 1/10 and both time (frequency) and rotation (strain) were scaled by unity. The
advantage of this scaling is that it facilitates the interpretation of MACE performance results
(angular position error and stability of the payload), since rotation and rotation rates were
unchanged from those of the actual spacecraft.
The missions used for the multiple scaling analysis were the Geosynchronous Platform
(GEO), a NASA candidate mission, the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF), and the
Earth Observing System, EOS-A and EOS-B, a series of six satellites scheduled for launch
in 1998. The EOS platforms have a number of gimbaled payloads which scan the earths
surface from a polar orbit.
Several requirements were derived from this type of spacecraft which scan the earth
from a low earth orbit (LEO) of approximately 300 km, since this yields the most extreme,
or stringent performance requirement. For example, in a low earth orbit the earth subtends
12GV of view from horizon to horizon, hence the 1200 slew range requirement. The speed
and acceleration requirements were determined by calculating the scanning rate needed to
perform an entire scan of the earth on each orbit. Pointing accuracy, stability, jitter and
tracking accuracy were scaled from the performance objectives of the actual missions in
order to simulate as closely as possible the "real world" problems encountered by these
spacecraft. The pointing bandwidth was specified in order to excite the first nine structural
frequency modes of the MACE bus. The structural bandwidth was specified to be
approximately one decade above these first nine modes in order to prevent structural
interaction between the gimbal structure and the MACE bus.
3.0 DESIGN
3.1 General Gimbal Configuration
Two types of general gimbal configurations were initially considered;
elevation/azimuth, and rotation/elevation. These two configurations differ in the relative
positioning of the axis of rotation of the drive motors relative to the payload, see Figure 3-
1. In an azimuth/elevation configuration, shown in Figure 3-1, the axis of rotation of the
drive motors are in a horizontal plane relative to the payload. In a rotation/elevation
configuration the axis of rotation of the drive motors are in a vertical plane relative to the
payload.
The rotation/elevation configuration was deemed unacceptable because this
configuration has the potential for "gimbal lock"; that is, there is a singularity in its
operation at the vertical position (more than one combination of elevation and rotation result
in a vertical payload) which is difficult to control.
Payload
Payload ElevatiolMotor
Elevation
Motor
Azimuth
Motor
SIStrut Nod I Strut Node
Azimuth/elevation Rotation/elevation
Figure 3-1 Rotation/elevation and azimuth/elevation gimbal configurations.
Two types of elevation/azimuth configurations shown in Figure 3-2 were then
considered; pivot centered (coplaner) and articulated (non-coplaner). The pivot centered
configuration was chosen for several reasons; two of the most important being its smaller
size and equal loading of the drive motors.
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Payload
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Figure 3-2 Coplaner and non-coplaner elevation/azimuth gimbal configurations.
3.2 Main Component Selection
Major components were selected once the general design configuration was chosen,
since the physical aspects of these components would drive the detailed final design. Also
availability and lead tirae (approximately 8 weeks for the motors) were an issue in obtaining
these components in order to complete the gimbal on schedule. Component specifications
may be seen in Appendix B.
3.2.1 Motors
Unhoused, brushless, samarium cobalt, DC torque motors from Inland Motor
Company (model RBE 03000-B50) were chosen as torque sources for the gimbal.
Unhoused motors were chosen since they are considerably smaller and lighter than
housed motors and can be integrated directly into the design. Unhoused motors also allow
for the specification of bearings which effect gimbal performance.
Brushless type motors, which achieve commutation electronically through the use of
hall effect sensors, were chosen over brush type motors for several reasons. Mechanical
drag is eliminated in a brushless motor since there are no brushes contacting the rotor, this
also leads to a longer operational life since there are no brushes to wear. The armature
windings in a brushless motor are on the stator, rather than the rotor as in a brush type
motor, this allows for better heat dissipation since the armature windings are in contact with
the structure of the gimbal.
Samarium cobalt, or rare earth type, magnets were used instead of ordinary ferrite
magnets for their superior magnetic characteristics which allow for the motor to be lighter
for the same torque output. Also, since the gimbal requires a relatively high torque at
relatively low speeds, torque, or pancake type, motors were chosen. Torque motors have
more poles than a standard motor of the same power rating, which enables the motor to
produce considerably higher torques.
rr I
The motors were sized for continuous operation at the maximum load, when the
payload was oriented at 600. Heat dissipation, not stall torque, at this condition is the
limiting factor. Using manufacturer values for the motor TPR, temperature rise per watt of
power, and Km, the motor constant which relates output torque to power input, the power
required for the motor was determined.
3.2.2 Amplifiers
Two current control amplifiers (model BCL021810-A00) manufactured by Inland
Motor Co. were selected to provide commutation and supply power to the two brushless
torque motors. These amplifiers receive command signals from the host computer, and
produce a current which is directly proportional to the input voltage. The amplifier power
level was matched to the motor torque requirements by the motor manufacturer by
determining the peak values of current and voltage encountered during motor operation.
3.2.3 Encoders
Rotary encoders generate an output which represents the rotational shaft position. This
output is used to determine the position of the payload relative to the bus structure and as an
input to the controller for the gimbal. Canon U.S.A Corp.laser rotary encoders (model
R1-0) were chosen for the gimbal position sensors.
There are two main types of rotary encoders, incremental encoders which measure
incremental position from an initialized zero position and absolute encoders which measure
absolute rotational displacement without the need for an initialization routine. Incremental
encoders were chosen since they are, in general, lighter, smaller and less expensive for the
same resolution than absolute encoders. Laser type incremental encoders were chosen since
they can achieve a greater resolution than that of ordinary L.E.D. incremental encoders.
Most incremental encoders generate two signals to resolve position, usually denoted
channel A and channel B, which generate N square wave pulses per revolution. A Z phase
channel of 1 pulse per revolution is also produced, which is used for initialization
purposes. The output pulses of channel A and channel B are shifted by a quarter cycle as
shown in Figure 3-3.
Channel A
Channel B
Z Phase Position
I Ia
Figure 3-3 Incremental encoder output signals.
This shift enables the controller to determine the direction of rotation by registering
which channel "goes up" in voltage first. This shift also increases the resolution of the
encoder by dividing the pulse cycle into four quarters, called a quadrature count. Therefore
an encoder with N pulses per revolution can actually resolve 4N quadrature counts per
revolution.
The resolution of the encoder is chosen such that the position quantization is less than
that of the required accuracy, in this case 1 arcmin. Higher resolution also results in smooth
operation during slow slewing speeds since the rate of position feedback to the controller is
higher. High resolution, however, may limit the maximum speed of the motor if the
frequency output of the encoder is higher than the maximum frequency the controller is
capable of registering. In this case the controller frequency range was not known, thus the
encoder resolution was chosen such that it would just meet the accuracy quantization
requirement.
3.3 Major Configuration Design Option
Two types of elevation/azimuth coplaner gimbal design were considered; end-supported
and cantilevered (shown in Figure 3-4). These two designs differ by the placement of the
bearings relative to the applied load. The cantilever design was advantageous in that it had
fewer parts, was easier to assemble and easier to produce due to less stringent tolerance
requirements, all of which would result in a quicker and less expensive unit production.
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Figure 3-4 End supported and cantilevered elevation/azimuth gimbal configuration.
However, it was desired to keep the first resonant structural frequency of the gimbal at
least one decade above the structural frequencies being examined in the MACE bus to keep
structural interaction between the bus and the gimbal to a minimum. This corresponded to a
desired first resonant structural mode of the gimbal to be 140 Hz or greater. It was not clear
if the cantilever design would be stiff enough structurally to meet this requirement since the
cantilever design was not as structurally efficient as the end supported design; that is, for an
equivalent mass the structure of the cantilever design would be less rigid and consequently
have a lower first resonant frequency than the end supported design. Also, it was evident
that the bearings would yield a lower equivalent stiffness in a cantilever load configuration,
than in a axially loaded configuration.
It was evident that a bearing analysis was required in order to determine the feasibility
of the cantilevered design. The bearings were the limiting element in the structure, since the
structure could be made stiffer through redesign whereas the bearings could not. By
assuming that the structure was perfectly rigid and analyzing the bearings as a structural
element it would be possible to determine their first resonant frequency.
raylona
3.3.1 Bearing Structural Frequency Analysis
Parameters of arbitrary bearings which applied to the loading case were used to obtain
a first order approximation of the first resonant frequency of the bearing. The steps in the
bearing structural analysis were as follows:
1. Estimated the worst case load on the bearings, for cantilever and end supported cases
due to slewing of a five lb payload at a radius, r, relative to the axial pivot, at the maximum
acceleration rate of 125"/sec/sec. This estimate was obtained by using the configurations of
the payload mass relative to the bearings shown in figures 3-5 and 3-6. Using relations 3-1
thru 3-5, the axial force, Faxial , and the radial force, Fradial were determined..Where at
and ar are the tangential and radial accelerations due to the desired slewing acceleration, oX,
and slewing velocity, co.
at = ar
ar = co2r
Faxial = mat
Fradial = mar + mg
M = (Fradial)e
(3-1)
(3-2)
(3-3)
(3-4)
(3-5)
The moment, M, present on the bearings was determined by multiplying the radial force
by the offset, i. Irt the end supported case, since the mass is centered between the
bearings,there is no applied moment
Dn•, Ai m..•c~o
• auy
Bearings
SFigure 3-5 Load case forend supported configuration.L
Figure 3-5 Load case for end supported configuration.
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Figure 3-6 Load case for cantilever configuration.
2. A computational bearing analysis program (see Appendix C for explanation and detailed
results) using the results of the dynamic loading analysis was employed to determine an
equivalent elastic modulus, E, for the bearings.
3. Used the value of E obtained from the computational program along with the bearing
configurations shown in figures 3-7 and 3-8 to determine the equivalent stiffness, Keq, for
the cantilever and end supported designs.
For the analysis the bearings were modeled as springs with stiffness 1/E. Also a
perfectly rigid support was assumed in order to isolate the stiffness of the bearings from the
flexibility of the gimbal structure. Applying a force balance to the configurations equations
3-6 through 3-10 were obtained.
, 1 2 _ Fapplied
F, K F2  K
_0 Fapplied
SX2
F1 K F2 K
Figure 3-7 Cantilever bearing load schematic.
ir-aywau J
Figure 3-8
Where: F1
F2
k
xl
x2
Li
12
Fapplied
xa
End supported bearing load schematic.
Fy = F1+ F2 = kxl + kx2= Fapplied
XFx =0
Ma = F2(1l)- Fappliec(l + 12)
tanO= IXI +1x2ft
Keq = Fappliec
xa
= load on bearing 1
= load on bearing 2
= 1/E = structural stiffness of individual bearings
= displacement of bearing 1
= displacement of bearing 2
= distance between bearings
= cantilever load offset
= 1 lb representative applied load
= applied displacement
4. Used the equivalent stiffness, Keq, obtained from step 3 ,the mass of the payload, m,
and equation 3-11 to obtain a first order approximation of the first resonant frequency of
the bearings, con.
(on = ~eqIm (3-11)
From this analysis a first resonant frequency of 44 Hz was obtained for the cantilever
design. Since this frequency was well below the 140 Hz requirement, the cantilever design
was deemed unacceptable. A first resonant frequency of 571 Hz was obtained for the end
(3-6)
(3-7)
(3-8)
(3-9)
(3-10)
Fapplied
F, K F2 KK
supported design which was clearly over the desired frequency of 140 Hz. However, this
result was obtained assuming a perfectly rigid structure, consequently the structure was
now the limiting clement in satisfying the structural frequency requirement.
3.4 Bearing Selection
Once the bearing configuration was finalized actual bearings were selected for size,
weight and type requirements. The A.B. Jones software was used to determine the optimal
value for the bearing preload, which is achieved with a preload wave spring, which is
compressed against either the inner or outer bearing race. Bearing preload must be adequate
to keep the bearing races from separating during operation, but also be kept to a minimum
since bearing friction increases with axial preload. The bearing analysis also yielded
theoretical radial and axial stiffness values which were later used for the finite element
model.
3.5 Machined Part Design
Now that all components were specified and the general configuration determined the
details of the machined parts could be designed. As with any design there were many
considerations and objectives taken into account for each part of the assembly including
size and weight, ease of manufacture (which involves time and cost ), structural frequency,
and assembly with tolerance constraints. These objectives for the general design drove the
details of the gimbal part specifications. Since the gimbals would be used in an engineering
model, it was advantageous that the gimbal assembly be designed such that disassembly
would be possible. Also throughout the design an effort was made to keep machining
operations to a minimum and use standards such as ANSI thread and hole sizes wherever
possible.
In order to meet the general design objectives many trade-offs and compromises were
made in order to satisfy the requirements as closely as possible. The longitudinal slew
range was limited to 800, due to the size of the torque motors and restrictions upon the size,
weight and structural frequency of the entire gimbal assembly. Also the desired weight of
the gimbal was exceeded primarily due to the size of the motors required to achieve the
desired performance and desire to keep machining time and cost to a minimum..
Many additional features were added to the design which were not specified but were
obvious that they would be beneficial to the functionality of the gimbal. Hard stops were
incorporated into the gimbal which limited rotation to 1200 in the transverse direction and
800 in the longitudinal direction to prevent damage to the encoders and wire harness. Stage
locks were also integrated into the design, allowing shoulder bolts to be bolted through
either stage, locking their rotational motion. This allows the gimbals to be transported
safely, and enables it to be used as a fixed mass, or unidirectional excitation source on the
structural bus.
3.5.1 Motor Housings and Rotors
The motor housings were designed following manufacturer recommendations in order
to assure concentricity of the stator and rotor to .002" (see Appendix A - drawings 101 and
106). Unlike a brush-type DC motor, the stator for a brushless motor contains the armature
windings, thus there are no through holes for mounting, as a result of this the stator must
be axially clamped. This is accomplished by machining a "pocket" approximately 0.10"
less than the width of the stator, see Figure 3-10. An externally bolted ring clamps down
on the protruding part of the stator, holding it in place. The dimensions and tolerances for
the stator housing and clamp ring were specified by the manufacturer.
Clamn Ring
0.010"
Stator
Figure 3-9 Cross section schematic of motor housing.
The rotor for the motor must also be affixed onto the shaft of the assembly the motor is
to rotate. There are four possible ways to affix the rotor to the shaft. Bonding the rotor to
the shaft is the most common method or a shrink fit can be used. However, both of these
methods do not allow for disassembly. Press fitting the rotor is also possible though
discouraged since it often results in damage to the rotor. The fourth method, clamping the
rotor to the shaft, was chosen since it allows for disassembly and does not require special
assembly techniques.
3.5.2 Bearing Housings
The bearing housings were designed as per manufacturer specifications for a sliding fit
which allows for expansion and contraction of the gimbal due to temperature changes, see
Appendix A - assembly drawing 100. A sliding fit also allows for disassembly and
adjustment of bearing preload by adjusting the amount of compression of the preload
springs using shim stock.
Concentricity of bearing races on the same shaft is essential for long life and smooth
operation. Due to the configuration of the gimbal it was required to mount the bearings in
separate parts of the assembly, this presented a problem due to possible tolerance build up
between the two parts which would cause misalignment of the bearings. This problem was
solved by specifying subassemblies during machining. The two parts containing the
bearing mounts were machined to completion except for the bearing mounts, these were
"roughed out" to a dimension smaller than that required. The two parts were pinned
together in a subassembly (see Appendix A - drawings 123 and 124), then both bearing
mounts bored to the correct diameter at the same time, thus ensuring concentricity.
3.5.3 Encoder Mountings
The axial locating shoulders for the encoders were designed using manufacturer ISO
(International Standards Organization) specifications, see Appendix A - drawings 105 and
110. The laser encoder shafts, being extremely sensitive to radial and axial loads, must be
aligned concentric with the shaft rotation as closely as possible. However, the encoder
chosen could only withstand 0.4 kg of radial load and 1.0 kg of axial load, this would
require shaft misalignment of 2 pm or less if the encoders were rigidly attached to the
gimbal. In order to avoid this stringent tolerance requirement the encoder shafts were
attached using flexible couplings, this not only compensates for the radial and axial loads
due to misalignment, but also allows for thermal expansion to occur without damage to the
encoder.
3.5.4 Structural Analysis of Payload and End Support Structures
A finite element model was developed using CAEDS analysis software to determine the
structural frequencies of two parts which were suspected to be structurally limiting in the
gimbal assembly. As was the case with the bearings, it was desired that the structural
bandwidth of the gimbal be 140 Hz or higher to keep the structural modes approximately
one decade above the resonant frequencies of the flexible MACE bus.
The base support (see appendix A - MACE 119) was analyzed by modeling the second
stage as a lumped mass connected to the base support by a bearing at either end. The
bearings were modeled by an annulus attached radially to spring elements using the radial
and axial stiffness values obtained from the bearing analysis.
An undeformed FEA model of the base support, bearings and second stage mass is
shown in Figure 3-10. The first three modes for the base support with 0.125" thick
stiffening ribs are shown in Figures 3-11, 3-12 and 3-13.Since the first resonant mode of
119.4 Hz was below the desired bandwidth of 140 Hz, the base support was modified by
doubling the thickness of the stiffening ribs to 0.25" .The desired bandwidth was achieved
with this modification with the first resonant mode shown in figure 3-14 being 141.8 Hz.
The next two structural modes of 146.8 Hz and 281.2 Hz for the modified base support
with 0.25" ribs are shown in figures 3-15 and 3-16.
Due to time constraints the second stage was modeled independent of the base support
model, though it was clear that interaction between the two stages could lower the structural
bandwidth. The payload support (see appendix A - drawings 111,112 and 113) was
modeled in the second stage since it was determined to be the limiting element. The analysis
yielded a first resonant frequency, shown in Figure 3-18, of 146.4 Hz, thus the payload
support met the structural bandwidth requirement without modification. The next two
modes of 243.3 Hz and 574.3 Hz are shown in figures 3-19 and 3-20.
Figure 3-10
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Undeformed gimbal finite element model of the base support
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Figure 3-11 First frequency mode of 119.4 Hz for base support model with .125"
thick stiffening ribs.
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Figure 3-12 Second frequency mode of 120.3 Hz for base support model with
.125" thick stiffening ribs.
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Figure 3-13 Third frequency mode of 262.9 Hz for base support model with .125"
thick stiffening ribs.
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Figure 3-14 First frequency mode of 141.8 Hz for base support model with .25"
thick stiffening ribs.
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Figure 3-15 Second frequency mode of 146.8 Hz for base support model with
.25" thick stiffening ribs.
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Figure 3-16 Third frequency mode of 281.2 Hz for base support model with
.25" thick stiffening ribs.
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ZFigure 3-17 Undeformed finite element model of payload support.
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Figure 3-18 First frequency mode of 146.4 Hz for payload support.
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Figure 3-19 Second frequency mode of 243.3 Hz for payload support.
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Figure 3-20 Third frequency mode of 574.3 Hz for payload support.
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Figure 3-21 Static deflection of 4.6 x 10-3 in. due to worst case dynamic load.
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The finite element model for the payload support was also used to determine the
deflection due to the worst case dynamic load encountered by the payload support during
operation. This result, shown in Figure 3-21, was used to assure adequate clearance
between the payload support and the secondary motor housing during operation of the
gimbal..
3.5.5 Tolerance Study
A tolerance study was performed to insure proper alignment and assembly of the
finished machined parts. Tolerance buildup was examined in areas such as the motor rotors
and spacers which had critical alignment requirements and multiple parts that were located
with respect to each other. In order to determine tolerance requirements for these
assemblies, an arbitrary tolerance was used for the parts and the worst case computed,
where all parts were at the maximum or minimum value of the tolerance range. If in the
worst case the tolerance build up was unacceptable, that is the parts would not fit or align,
then the tolerance was "tightened". Since stringent tolerance requirements correspond to
higher production costs, tolerances were chosen to be as "loose" as possible and still meet
assembly requirements.
Geometric tolerancing was used throughout the design of the individual parts, as well
as for the bearing housing subassemblies shown in Appendix A. Geometric tolerancing
involves specifying the maximum allowable variations of a form or its position from a
perfect geometry indicated on the drawing. Tolerances may also be locationally referenced
to one or more datums, which specify such characteristics as concentricity, parallelism and
perpendicularity. Typical geometric forms and locational symbols used in the drawings are
shown in Figure 3-22. Supplementary symbols and notations used in the drawings, as well
as examples of feature control symbols with datum references are shown in figures 3-23
and 3-24.
O Roundness 1 Perpendicularity 0 Diameter
- Straightness 0 Concentricity @ Maximum material condition
Z: 7 Flatness // Parallelism BC Bolt circle
,<y Cylindricity - True position
Figure 3-22 Geometric forms and locational symbols used in geometric
tolerancing.
% A 0• o0.0 50 Concentric to datum A within 0.050 inches
// A 0.0 1 0 Parallel to datum A within 0.010 inches
A 0 0.0 50 Diameter true position to datum A within0.050 inches at maximum material condition.
11.500 BC 1.500 inch bolt circle
Figure 3-23 Examples of feature control symbols with datum references.
A- Datum block
Note
(Part number
ZB Locator reference
Figure 3-24 Supplementary symbols and notation used in part and assembly
drawings.
3.6 Wire Harness Management
For general wire harness routing, tie wraps and integral clamps were used to affix the
wires to the gimbal housing. An interesting feature of the wire harness is its ability to pass
through the rotary motion of the second stage.
Since the second stage of the gimbal rotates relative to the primary stage, the wires from
the second stage motor and encoder of the second stage must have a means of being routed
to the stationary primary stage. Devices such as slip rings and other rotary couplings can
accomplish this rotary coupling, however these have electronic noise associated with them
and are impractical for a large number of wires. A twist-flex arrangement shown in Figure
3-25 (see also Appendix A - page 5 of assembly drawing 100) was chosen for its simplicity
and performance. This arrangement allows the second stage to rotate relative to the primary
stage as this "fountain" of wires expands and contracts.
Though it is important that the disturbance torque due to the harness is small, it is more
important that it be constant, or linear, throughout the slewing range of 1200. Though there
is hysterisis type torque associated with the twist flex harness it was designed to stay
within the linear region of the hysterisis curve by making the wires bend as little as
possible. This is achieved by routing the wires into a fountain type arrangement and then
affixing the ends of the fountain to the stationary motor clamp ring of the primary stage.
Wires fror
motor and
around edf
Rotating shaft connect
primary stage encoder
flexible coupling.
Encoder shaft
y motor clamp,
ury relative to rotation of
stage.
outed off
eage m single bundle
to multi-pin connector.
Figure 3-25 Schematic of gimbal wire harness management
4.0 GIMBAL CONTROL AND SIMULATION
The gimbal will be operated and controlled by real time digital computer, which will
receive position feed back from the rotary encoders. A general outline of this configuration
is shown in Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1 General elements in the gimbal control system.
A computational analysis of the gimbal system was initiated using SIMLAB, a control
simulation package. Still under development, this analysis will aid in the design of a
control model that will be used to program the real time computer to obtain optimal
performance from the gimbal. The results of the analysis will also be used to verify the
proper operation of the gimbal. Figure 4-2 shows a more detailed schematic of one stage of
Al . .• . .
the preliminary gimbal system model. The cogging torque, damping and back emf of the
motors was modeled theoretically, as was the quantization of the encoders, bearing friction
and wire harness wind-up torque. Many of these effects were non-linear and at present the
validity of the linearization of the SIMLAB model is still questionable. However,
preliminary open and closed loop tracking bandwidth bode plots were produced using the
linearization algorithm which indicate the gimbal response meets the 15 Hz tracking
bandwidth requirement. The phase and magnitude bode plots for the open and closed loop
tracking responses for one stage of the gimbal are shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4.
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5.0 TESTING
A test plan was developed to be implemented both during the assembly of the gimbal
and after it has been integrated into the MACE EM.
Torque Watch Calibrated Laser Deflection
Pendulum IPedlmPointing 
accuracyBearing friction F Pointing accuracyBeharing fructeon0Rotary Inertiar pointing stabilityWire harness toraue Jitter
Tests performed during assembly I Tests performed after assembly
Figure 5-1 Gimbal parameter test plan.
5.1 Bearing Friction - Torque Watch Test
A torque watch will be used to test the bearing friction and wire harness wind-up
torque. A torque watch is a manually operated device which is connected to a rotating
element and registers the maximum torque as the element is rotated. This test will be
implemented during the assembly of the gimbal when it is possible to measure the bearings
independent of the other torque parameters such as motor cogging torque.
5.2 Rotary Inertia - Calibrated Pendulum Test
The test apparatus shown in Figure 5-2 will be used to determine the rotary inertia of
each of the gimbal stages. The pendulum will first be calibrated by allowing it to swing
independent of the gimbal and measuring its swing frequency by timing the period.The
rotary inertia of the primary and secondary stage will then be determined by connecting the
pendulum to each stage, measuring the new period and using equation 5-1.
fn 1 I(W)(L)
2;r Ip+Ig (5-1)
Where fn is the natural frequency, W is the total weight of the pendulum, L is the
effective arm length to the weight, Ip is the inertia of the pendulum and Ig is the inertia of
the gimbal stage being measured.The natural frequency, fn, is obtained by measuring the
damped natural frequency, fd, using the bearing damping, ý, obtained from the torque
watch and using equation 5-2.
fd = fn 2 (5-2)
5.3 Pointing - Laser Deflection Apparatus
A laser deflection apparatus shown in Figure 5-3 will be used to determine the pointing
parameters of the gimbal. By commanding the gimbal to a position and using laser to reflect
off a mirror mounted on the payload it will be possible to determine the pointing parameters
by placing a target at a relatively far distance away and recording the movement of the laser
on the target either by hand or by using photo sensitive paper or film. Definitions of
pointing accuracy, jitter and pointing stability are those specified by General Electric for the
design of space systems.
ndulum
Table mount Mass
Figure 5-2 Calibrated pendulum test apparatus.
60 Arcsec Target
irror
Figure 5-3 Laser deflection test apparatus.
5.4.1 Pointing Accuracy
Using the laser deflection analysis the pointing accuracy can be determined. Pointing
accuracy is defined as: the total angle between the actual pointing direction and the desired
direction. Graphic representations of this requirement are shown in figures 5-3 and 5-4.
Path of payload
pointing directi
Figure 5-4 Pointing accuracy requirement satisfied.
Pointing accuracy requirement not satisfied.Figure 5-5
5.4.2 Pointing Jitter
Using the laser deflection analysis the jitter of the gimbal can be determined. Jitter is
defined as: the peak to peak variation of the total angle between the actual pointing direction
and the desired pointing direction over a 1 second interval. Graphic representations of this
requirement are shown in figures 5-5 and 5-6.
Payload pointir
direction at to
Path of paylo
pointing due
Figure 5-6 Jitter requirement satisfied.
Jitter requirement not satisfied.Figure 5-7
5.4.3 Pointing Stability
Using the laser deflection analysis the pointing stability of the gimbal can be
determined. Pointing stability is defined as: the peak to peak variation of total angle
between the actual pointing direction and the desired pointing direction over an 1800
second interval. Graphic representations of this requirement are shown in figures 5-7 and
5-8.
Payload point
direction at t o
Path of payload,
pointing directia
Figure 5-8 Pointing stability requirement satisfied.
Payloa
directi
Path of payload
painting directic
Figure 5-9 Pointing stability requirement not satisfied.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Few modifications of the engineering model gimbal are presently evident, since the
performance specifications have yet to be determined by testing. The engineering drawings
are presently being revised as the gimbal is assembled and tested; these drawings should be
used for production of subsequent units. Drawing revisions include tolerance adjustments
to allow for ease of assembly and proper bearing and component alignments, and minor
drawing, text and dimensioning errors. Gimbal weight could be reduced slightly, by
milling out areas of excess material; however, this would increase machining costs and the
total weight reduction would be small compared to the total weight of the gimbal. The
number of wires routed from the gimbal may be reduced by combining ground wires of the
encoder channels and possibly the motors; however this may lead to noise in the encoder
output.
Additional features, however, could be added to the EM gimbal which possibly would
prevent damage from occuring during operation. A thermocouple safety switch could be
integrated into the motor housings which would protect the motors from being damaged
due to excess heat.The output of this thermocouple could be routed to the computer, or it
could be a passive fuse type protector. A"wind-up" or soft stop could also be used instead
of the present "hard" stops; this would prevent possible shock damage to the encoders or to
the gimbal structure when the gimbal is commanded to exceed its slew range. Small limit
switches could also be used to limit the slew range.
Many possible modifications could be employed in the gimbals for the actual flight
hardware. The motor size can be decreased since the torque requirements are greatly
reduced in zero gravity. Also thermal dissipation will not be a problem since the motors
will need minimal torque to hold a position at any angle. The motor amplifiers will also be
reduced in size and weight and will require less power, all of which are very desirable for
the flight article. Brush type motors should be investigated, since this would eliminate the
need for electronic commutation, which in turn would reduce power requirements and the
number of wires to be routed from the bus. These positive aspects of brush type motors
may outweigh the negative aspects such as wear characteristics, assembly difficulties and
friction.
The cantilever gimbal configuration may be also be possible for the flight article since
only dynamic loads will be present on the bearings; however, bearing and finite element
analysis would again be required to determine if the structural frequency requirement will
be satisfied. By reducing the motor size and employing the cantilever gimbal configuration
it should be possible to achieve the full 120' of slew range in both axis.
Different encoders may also be required for the flight article, as the present encoders
may not tolerate launching loads. Also, since the unit will be stored in a locker and will be
floating in the middeck, a protective cover for the encoders should be integrated into the
gimbal structure to protect them from accidental impact.
Part and Assembly Drawings
An engineering drawing list (EDL) is presented for the MACE part drawings. Part and
assembly drawings are identified by drawing number, located in the lower right hand
corner.
MIT MACE GIMBAL EM ENGINEERING DRAWING LIST
I N D E NT U R E TITLE PARTS NEEDED DRAWING SUPPLIER / REMARKS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 COMP RELEASE
M A C E 1 0 0 GIMBAL ASSEMBLY 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 1 PRIMARY MOTOR HOUSING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 2 BEARING CLAMP RING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 -T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 3 1 2.5" BEARING O.D. SPACER 3 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 4 WIRE HARNESS/ MOTOR CLAMP RING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 5 PRIMARY ENCODER HOUSING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 6 SECONDARY MOTOR HOUSING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 2 4 SCNDARY MTR HSING SUB-ASSEMBLY 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 7 PRIMARY ROTOR CLAMP RING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 8 PRIMARY ROTOR SPACER 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 0 9 SECONDARY MOTOR CLAMP RING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 0 SECONDARY ENCODER HOUSING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 1 PIVOT TOP PLATE 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 2 PIVOT ENCODER PLATE 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061- T6 AI CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 3 PIVOT BEARING PLATE 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 4 SECONDARY ROTOR 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 -T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 5 SECONDARY ROTOR SPACER 'A' 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 6 SECONDARY ROTOR SPACER 'B' 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061- T6 AI CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 7 2.0" BEARING O.D. SPACER 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 8 2.0" CEAR1NG I.D. SPACER 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 1 9 BASE PLA/TE 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 AI CHAMP
M A C E 1 2 3 BASE/MTR HSING SUB -ASSEMBLY 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 2 0 END BEARING CLAMP RING 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 2 1 2.0" BEARING I.D. SPACER 1 8/10/90 8/13/90 6061 - T6 Al CHAMP
M A C E 1 2 2 STOP PLATE 1 8/10/90 8/13/906061 - T6 Al CHAMP
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APPENDIX B
Component Specifications
An engineering material/component list for the gimbal assembly is presented showing
time of purchase and acquisition in addition to cost of each component. Specifications for
the gimbal components are presented where possible with the actual manufacturer
specification literature.
MIT MACE GIMBAL EM ENGINEERING MATERIAL / COMPONENT LIST
INDENTURE TITLE ORDERED PRICE SUPPLIER / REMARKS
' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 1 6 ON REC'D UNIT TOTAL
R B E 0 3 0 0 0 B 5 0 BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR 4/16/90 6/4/90 1050.00 2100.00 INLAND MOTOR CORP.
E C L 0 2 8 1 0 A 0 0 MOTOR DRIVE AMPLIFIER 4/16/90 6/4/90 1300.00 2600.00 INLAND MOTOR CORP
K B 0 2 5 C P O 2.5" THIN WALL BEARING 6/13/90 7/10/90 86.25 345.00 KAYDON CORP.
K B 0 2 0 C P O 2.0" THIN WALL BEARING 6/13/90 7/10/90 76.25 152.50 KAYDON CORP.
S S R 0 3 1 2 S 1 7 2.5" WAVE SPRING 7/5/90 7/13/90 7.68 92.16 SMALLEY STEEL RING
S S R S 0 3 1 2 S 1 7 2.5" SHIM STOCK 7/5/90 7/13/90 2.64 31.68 SMALLEY STEEL RING
S S R 0 2 6 2 S 1 7 2.0" BEARING WAVE SPRING 7/13/90 7/22/90 7.98 15.96 SMALLEY STEEL RING
S S R S 0 2 6 2 S 1 7 2.0" SHIM STOCK 7/13/90 7/22/90 2.63 10.52 SMALLEY STEEL RING
R 1 O LASER ROTARY ENCODER 4/27/90 6/4/90 1950.00 3900.00 CANON U.S.A. INC.
A C R 0 6 2 5 4 FLEXIBLE ENCODER COUPLING 7/2190 7/10/90 11.18 134.16 HELICAL PRODUCTS
COMPONENT SUBTOTL
$9,292.98
6 0 6 1 T 6 5 1 1 ALUMINUM STOCK 6/28/90 7/13/90 414.41 RYERSON & SONS, INC
MACHINING 8/6/90 10/9/90 12000.00 CHAMP MACHINING
MACHINING SUBTOTAL
$21,706.39
1/8" Al ROD STOCK 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
1/8" DOWEL PINS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
ADJUSTABLE HOSE CLAMP 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
RUBBER CUSHION STRIP 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
4-40 BOLTS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
1/4-20 BOLTS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
M2 ENCODER SCREWS 5mm 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
1/16" ROLL PIN 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
LOCTITE 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
KEENSERTS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
ROLL PIN 6/6/90 OLANDER CO.
TIE WRAPS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
#4 SPACERS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
.125 ADEL CLAMPS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
#4 SHOULDER BOLTS 8/6/90 OLANDER CO.
FASTENER SUBTOTAL
$49.06
TOTAL S217554
-'.ORGN CORPORATION • 3S3E(H) High Torque• •~,a l ,• ',•,,,,-,.=,• .•,.'(
3;-- CONSTA;" .-'
MODEL NO. RBE- RBE- RBE- ROE- RBE- RBE- RBE-
PARAMETERS --.- UNITS 03000-A50 03001-A50 03002-A50 03003-A50 03004-A50 03005-A50 03006-A50 I
oz-in 2074 3988 5971 7822 9452 :!620 13799Peak Rated Torque, =25% Nm 1. 6 28.2 42.2 55.2 66.7 82.0 97 4
Power at Peak Rated Torque Watts 1532 2U20 2495 3077 3441 3799 4085
oz-in 413 723 1020 1254 1485 '830 2150Max. Continuous Stall Torque. Tc  Nm 2.9 5.1 72 8.9 105 12.9 152
Max. Continuous Output Power Watts 457.0 581 1 687.1 759.1 333.5 -53.1 1026
oz-in/, W 53.7 89 7 119.6 141.1 160.5 190.5 216.7Motor Constant, = 1500o. Km Nm/\ W 6 38 0.63 0.84 1 00 1 13 "34 1 53
TPR, = 15% t (oC/W) 12 1 1 1.0 0.91 0.85 0 78 0 73
oz-in/RPM 6 3x10-: 11 6x10- 3  16.8x10-' 21 7x10- 3  26 1x10- 31 7x10 -3  38 8x10- 3Viscous Damping. F, Nm/RPM 4x100- 8.2x10- 5  11 9x10- 15.3x1O-1 18.4x10- 22 4x10- 27 4x10 -5
oz-in 8 61 16 03 23.39 30.28 36 46 14 47 54 06
Hysteresis Drag Torque. T, Nm 006 0.11 0 16 0.21 0.26 0 31 0 38
oz-in 12.0 22.0 30.0 39.0 48.0 57.0 65 0Max. Cogging Torque Nm 008 0.15 0.21 0.27 0.34 0.40 0 46
oz-in-sec 3 9x10- 6 8x10-2 9.9x10-' 12 8x10-' 15 4x10- 18 9x10 -  21 6x10 -1
Frameless Inertia Kg-mr 2.8x10 ' 4 8x10-' 7 0x10-' 9 0x10 -1 10 8x10-' 13 3x10-' 15.3x10-,
Motor oz 39.6 66.4 96.6 123 147 181 208Weight am 1123 1882 2739 3487 4167 5131 5897
o:-in-sec' 6 4x10- 11 1x10 -2  16.2x10-2  21 Ox10-: 25.2x10-: 3U0 9x10 -  35 4x10-:
Housed Inertia Kg-mi 4 5x10-' 7 8x10-- 11 4x10- 14 8x10-' 17 8x10-' 21 8x10-4  25 0x10-'
Motor oz 75 113 155 192 225 272 308Weight gm 2126 3189 4376 5431 6366 7698 81 741
No. of Poles 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
100 VOLT .'!NIDING C~ S-37TANTS Altemate Windings Available
oz-in 2016 3715 5450 6719 8115 10989 13172Peak Torque, - 25%, TP Nm 14.2 26.2 38.5 47.4 57.3 77.6 93.0
Peak Current. - 150-%. I, Amos 14.1 17.2 20.8 22.7 25.6 33.3 37.0
oz-in/Amr 143 216 262 296 317 330 356Torque Sensitivity, = 10%. KT Nm/Amp 1 00 1.52 1.85 2.09 2.24 2.33 2.51
No Load Speed, - 10% RPM 940 620 515 455 425 410 375
V/Rad/sec 1 00 1.52 1.85 2.09 2.24 2.33 2.51Voltage Constant, t 10%. K V/KRPM 105.70 159.66 193.67 218.80 234.32 243.93 263.15
Terminal Resistance. = 12%o. R. ohms 9 250C 71 5.8 4.8 4.4 3.9 3.0 2.7
Terminal Inductance = 300,o0. L mH 18.0 19.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 16.0 14.0
Power Watts 210.0 248.7 293.3 319.9 355.5 426.3 466.3
Max. Continuous oz-in 389.4 682.0 959.0 1178.1 1393.5 1706.8 2004 0
Output Power Torque Nm 2.75 4 82 6.77 8.32 9.84 12 05 14.15
Speed RPM 729 493 413 367 . 345 337 314
-TPR assumes housea motor mounted to 12.0 x 12D x .50 * aluminum neat sink or equivalent.
F ERFORMANCE CURVES CONTINUOUS DUTY CAPABILITY FOR 750C RISE
2200 o3oo6- 50
2000
1600 
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1400
z 1200 --..-0
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1000
800
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Design Features of RBE(H)
Brushless Motors
* High torque to weight and inertia ratios
" Samanum cobalt rare earth magnets
* 3 phase delta or wye connection
* Housed or frameless designs
• Stationary outer stator winding
rotating inner permanent magnet rotor
* Stainless steel shafts (housed versions)
* All motors built to MIL-Q-9858A
* Encapsulated windings available for harsh
environments
* Built-in Hall effects for electronic
commutation
1000 RPM
4020 E. Inland Road. Sierra Vista. Az. 85635 TEL 602-459-1150 TWX 910-973-9869 FAX 602-458-2161
INLAND MOTOR 63
R-1L
0I a F
'a uso •n AM26LS32 A
75173
75:75.etc.
Z- .-- se
150 0 AM26.LS32A
75173
75175. etc.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE Z-PHASE
1 The Z-ona• outputs one pulse pear rotation. But, because the
pulse wiMth is so narrow, viewing the waveform using a
standar oscalloscope may be difficult. To view the waveform.,
use a storage oscilloscope, etc.
2. Another mretod for confirmation of the Z-ohse output is to
use a-" -ftho-floo." By using the 0 flip-flop, two pulses are
combinea to make the pulse width wider and therefore easier
to recogyt'ze.
SiOU I Rotationt I IOUT
Z 0 C
74LS 4 74LS174 OUT
R-10
3. The pulse width of the Z-phase is 100 - 250 nsec. In cue the
recervng I C needs a wider pulse width increase the width using
ia one-shot multi.vibrator.
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
R-10
1ti72
(UNIT : mm)
R-1L
SPECIFICATIONS
1. Unit pulse noirotation:
81.000 (without electric division)
2. Anglelloulm:
1Si4sges. (Without electrie division)
85
3. Max response. 500 kHz (6rps)
4 Output signai.
81,000 pulses per rotation: 2-ohase square wave Incre-
mental signals, plus a Z phase square wave signal
a A-ohase and B.ohase:
R.10 Open collector outout
10L "8mA Max (VOL ; 0 4V)
Rtcommended load resistance: 680f0 (5V)
Pull-up voltage: 15V Max
R-1L. Line driver output (Balancea)
Load current: t20mA Max
Difference between A-ph.e and B-che: 90 0 10Q
(Both R-10 and R-1L)
b. Z-ohase: 1 pulse/rotation:
R.10: Open collector output
IOL - 16mA Max. (VoL. 50.4V)
Recommended load resistance: 390n (5V)
Pull-up voltage: 5.25V Max
Pulse wdth: 100 - 250 nsec.
R.1L: Line driver output (1alanceal
Load current: t20mA Max
Pula width: 100 - 250nsec.
Outer diameter: 36 mm
Overalllength: R-10: 48 mm; R-.L: 58 mm
Weight: R-10: 80g;R-1L: 95 9
Max. permissible rotating speed: 5,000 rpm
Startnmg torque: 3g.cm Max.
Rotar's ntertial moment (GD'): 84cma'
Power supply (voltage): t5V DC, z5%
Power suooppy (current):
R-10: +5V ... 200mA Max. (Recommended load)
-5V .. 100mA Max.;
R-1L: +5V ... 250mA Max. (No load)
-SV ... 100mA Max.
13. Light source:
Semiconductor laser
Wavelength: 780nm,
Max. output: 5mW
Life cycle: 200,000 hours (MTTF, 30 C. SmW)
14. Working environment:
Operating temperature: 0 0C - 50 0C
Storage temperature: -300C - 800C
Humidity: 90% RH Max. (No condensation)
Vibration: 10G 500 Hz or less
Impact: 30G 1 msec. or less
15. Max. permissible shaft load:
Radial 0.4 kg
Thrust 1.0 kg
For further details concerning the R-1, ple~a direct Inquiries to the
following in writing or by telephone.
Canon
CANON U.S.A., INC.
Component ODivision One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, N.Y, 110429979 U. S. A.
Telephone 516/488-6700
CANON EUROPA N. V.
Industrial Products Division
Unit 3, Brent Trading Centre, North Circular Road,. Neasden
London NW 10 OJF. United Kingdom
Telephone (011451.4511 Facsimile (01459-0331
Telex 295776
CANON INC.
7.1. Nishi-Shinjlku 2-Chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163. Japan.
Mailing addres,: P 0. Box 5060. DO aacht Seame Building, Tokyo
163. Japan.
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Wave Srings
Serial number:SSR0312S 17,SSR0262S17
Manufacturer: Smalley Steel Ring Co.
Size: 2.5" diameter, 2" diameter
Stiffness: 515 lb/in
Material: stainless steel
Motor Amplifier
Serial number: BCLO2810A00
Manufacturer: Inland Motor, Kollmorgan Corp.
Power: 2000 W
Type: current controlled, with hall effect sensor commutation
Bearings
Serial number: KBO25CPO, KB020CPO
Manufacturer: Kaydon Bearing Corp.
Size: 2.5", 2.0"
Type: thin profile, deep groove
APPENDIX C
Bearing Analysis
The results from the A.B. Jones bearing analysis program are presented. The
bearing analysis takes the dynamic loading values for axial and radial load, applied moment
and preload stiffness and calculates bearing characteristics by modeling each roller ball in
the bearing as an element in a finite element model.
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